
In the context of recent stu-
dio explorations, the original 
component was revised to 
include an additional poly-
gon in order to achieve a 
layered look. this results in 
much more variability in form 
and interaction. While looking 
through the object, a users 
view is now distorted by the 
changing alignment of each 
polygon as they move past.

the original component the revised 
pseudo Code

1. 

2. 3.

4. 5. the  revised component

1.  begin with one central point 2.  create a hexagon centered on the point 3.  duplicate and move in Z direction 4.  create a dodecagon centered around 
the point, move in z direction 5.  loft between all 3 polygons to create an enclosed surface
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1.  create a plane surface and a rectangle of the same size as the chosen image 2.  place chosen 
image on top 3.  populate image with points 4.  follow component pseudo code to populate each 
point with the component

1.  create a 10x10 grid  2. populate each resulting square with a central point  3. establish a point 
to function as the “attractor”  4. follow component pseudo code to populate each point with the 
component
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possible parameters

the revised component can be manipulated in multi-
ple ways to create drastically different forms. chang-
ing the diameter of each polygon in conjunction with 
various heights of the middle polygon (z axis), results 
in unlimited versions and variations of the four com-
ponents shown below. 

image based data

the chosen image is shown above. intended to rep-
resent continually changing colours in the sky during 
a 24 hour period, the component will change to 
open up (parameter 4) or close (parameter 2) when 
different colours and hues are present. when open, 
the resulting view will have a central focal point sur-
rounded by a filter of purple glass, serving to distort 
the periphery of the view. when closed, the same ef-
fect ensues but with a much narrower frame, limiting 
what the user can see.

attractor data

the site that the component will populate is dis-
turbed by the cpr that passes through 22-27 times 
per day for an average of 7 minutes at a time. using 
the train as the “attractor point” could influence 
the component to open and close depending on its 
presence  (parameters 2 and 4). In serene moments 
when auditory disturbances are at their lowest point 
during the day, the component could morph into a 
large seating area (parameter 3) to facilitate commu-
nity and connection among visitors to the site.
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